INTERNATIONAL LAW  
POLS 5210 SPRING 2011  

TERM PAPERS

Paper One: You are to read write a paper of a **minimum of** eight pages *of text* on the origins, development and results (success, failure, something other) on a treaty that the United States participated in and is/was a signatory to. The treaty may be bilateral or unilateral, and on any subject. But you are to cover the topic thoroughly, to include details of the negotiations, the positions of the United States and of other participants, the objective of the treaty, and an analysis of its effectiveness. **This paper is due on Wednesday, 23 February.**

Paper Two: You are to write a paper of a **minimum of** 10 pages of text on any topic of your choice in international law. As usual, the paper is to completely cover the subject, from origins through development, to conclusion. **This paper is due on Thursday, 30 April.**

Your paper must have a title page, an end-notes page, and a sources/bibliography pages, in addition to the minimum required number of textual pages. Maps or photos will also enhance your paper. However, these pages do NOT count as text and therefore are not to be included in the page count. The paper **must follow all of the writing guidance** handed out for this class.